
Pool Training – Skill Training Programme 
By Paul Walker 

Entry/Exit of boat 

Off water; On water. X rescue. (Try not to allow paddling before). 

Sweep strokes  

Focus on body rotation keeping hands in front of shoulders.  
Continue with holding a flat boat then same with leaning boat into turn, then same with 
leaning out of turn. 

Draw Stroke 

Focus on a straight pull even when doing behind body and at knee position. 
Use body position to ensure above. 
If moving in a circle, then feather blade to see what changes. 

Paddle Forward 

Full blade in water. Throat of paddle dragging side of boat. When upper are is in line 
with body power and remove paddle. Note to increase length of stroke. Use body rotation 
to achieve this. 

Paddle Reverse 

As above, just opposite body rotation. Very important and concentrate on top hand 
pulling back directly at face. 

Review of previous strokes 

Recap all previous sessions. 
Position 2 people out in middle of pool. Get beginner to paddle up to 2 people, do a 
sweep and knee draw around them. Try a 45-degree approach. If turn stalls on the draw, 
repeat 1st exercise and move out and pull again. 

 
 
Then try up and down pool at 45-degree turn points using sweep/draw strokes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Hip Flick 

Practice on side of pool with NO head movement, ONLY hips. 
Partner up, continue it and include letting go of boat nose of partner. Start on low brace. 

Low Brace 

Focus on 90-degree shaft to boat and elbow straight over shaft. Use partners if they fall 
over. 

High Brace 

Focus on 45-degree paddle impact with water. Think of hanging under shaft, i.e. coat 
hanger. Use a small sweep to slow fall then pull with hip flick. Boat to come up first to 
provide a stable platform. Then head up LAST. 

Rolling 

Don’t tell student that they are going to learn to roll! 
Do as for high brace. Just hold paddle up and out at 45 degrees. Fall on it and hip flick; 
bring boat up first, head last. Use partners if possible to help/encourage each other. Not 
use and not use in the water. 
Then add sweep to initiate the roll. This is only used to get the head to the surface and 
just like hip flick practice. Now hip flick up. Head up last. 
If hip flick not good enough, then DON’T continue. Practice support/hip flick! 


